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 Possibility to save the operation power with pulse magnet at RTML
 IDT-WG2 steering panel (DR/BDS/DUMP group)



Sustainability Issues of ILC

Can we reduce the operating power for RTML
by using the pulsed magnet ?

The possibility of operating power reduction 
for the warm magnet of RTML is roughly evaluated
with the pulse magnet used in SuperKEK linac. 
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The possibility of operating power reduction for the warm magnet of RTML is roughly evaluated with the pulse magnet used in SuperKEK linac.

It was found that the power consumption can be reduced to roughly 1/3 by comparing to that of similar size magnet in ATF.

However, the strength stability of the pulse magnet is about 1e-3 at flat top, and the pulse-by-pulse stability is just under 1e-4, which is larger 
than the 1e-5 used in the ILC RTML simulation.

The value of 1e-5 was assumed during the simulation, and is not the allowable value that is actually required for the magnet.

Possibility to save the operation power with pulse magnet at RTML
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IDT-WG2 steering panel (DR/BDS/DUMP group)

2022/02/04  1st steering panel meeting of DR/BDS/Dump
Attendee: Angeles Faus-Golfe, David Rubin, Glen White, Nobuhiro Terunuma, Toshiyuki Okugi

2022/02/08  2nd steering panel meetingof DR/BDS/Dump
Attendee: Phillip Burrows, Angeles Faus-Golfe, David Rubin, Nobuhiro Terunuma, Toshiyuki Okugi

Next week    3rd steering panel meetingof DR/BDS/Dump
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Date : 2/16 22:00-24:00 (JST)

Next DR/BDS/DUMP group meeting
Joint meeting with crab cavity group (WP-3)

Discussion items

• What is the actual length (flange to flange) that the crab cavity can be used?

• What is the aperture of the crab cavity?

• Up to what energy should we place a usable crab cavity at the start of ILC operation?

• Contingency ?
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